
creating better environments

E-Bike Campus, Kusterdingen 

Kusterdingen has a new showcase reference with the Bosch
E-Bike Campus. E-bike drives are developed and marketed on
more than 24,000 square metres - in laboratories and offices that
represent the working world of tomorrow and demonstrate
Bosch's future-oriented corporate culture.   Directly next to the
e-bike test track is the five-storey administration building with
offices, meeting rooms and production and development
departments. Here, open and modern room concepts promote
team spirit and creativity. Open Spaces, Workbenches and
Thinking Cells thus prove the end of classic individual offices at
Bosch.  Office and administrative space: Around 14,000 m² of
office and administrative space require a robust floor covering
that promises employees in the open-plan offices effective
impact sound insulation. With an impact sound improvement of
at least 14 decibels, Marmoleum Acoustic meets the high
demands of building owners and architects and, with its eternity
colour, blends harmoniously into the modern overall concept.
Floor applications such as zebra stripes, tyre profiles and bicycle
symbols were digitally printed and professionally applied to the
surface using foiling technology. In addition, all meeting rooms
on the e-bike campus follow a visual colour concept - in the
Marmoleum colours scarlet, greek blue and leaf.  Server rooms,
production and development departments: In order to protect
electronic components such as e-bike batteries safely and
permanently from electrostatic charging, the planners' attention
was focused on a particularly safe and secure floor solution: the
choice fell on the Colorex SD conductive vinyl tile from Forbo
Flooring. For the server rooms, Marmoleum Ohmex on raised
access flooring offered the ideal solution and easy access to the
technically complex installation networks.  *All Marmoleum
products are based on the Fresco colours and were produced as
acoustic variants on request.
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